A Custom Technology Adoption Profile Commissioned By Riverbed Technology

Think You’ve Mastered Application Performance? Think Again
Introduction
The landscape of application delivery is shifting, making fast and responsive application performance both more
crucial and more difficult to achieve. Application delivery and infrastructure teams will need new strategies, new
tools, and new investments to meet the challenge. Two big changes are driving the trend:
• Application performance is now on the critical path of business. Applications are crucial both for creating

business innovations and running basic operations. Applications are also how we interact with customers
and partners, as well as how employees accomplish their tasks and generate business results. Thus,
applications must never get in the way by performing slowly; slow apps drive customers and partners to
alternatives that work better. Our employees may not always be able to flee to alternative applications, but
their productivity will suffer.
• Application architectures are more and more complex. Modern applications rely on data and functions

provided by many services, some of which run in external data centers. Popular mapping applications — now
widely used in web applications — were in the vanguard of an explosion of cloud-based services that
development teams now commonly use in their architectures. Teams are also using more than three tiers in
their application designs now, either to accommodate high user populations or to enable rapid application
evolution (or both). And mobile customer-facing applications must contextualize real-time information.
Under these circumstances, application performance is crucial to strong business outcomes yet difficult to manage.
In April 2013, Riverbed commissioned Forrester Consulting to assess the current and future state of application
performance optimization techniques and tools. This technology adoption profile is based on a custom survey of
159 North American enterprise IT decision-makers with knowledge of their company’s applications and
supporting systems.
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How Application Performance Drives Business Results
We assume that good application performance contributes to good business outcomes — but how, exactly? Despite
all of the attention we as an industry give to customer-facing software, enterprise IT decision-makers reported that
the immediate contribution of fast application performance to business results is employee efficiency. Strong
application performance speeds business processes compared with manual, paper-based processes and cuts the
need for travel and similar costs of doing business (see Figure 1).
Figure 1
Application Performance Drives Cost-Efficiency First, Then Survival

Base: 159 North American enterprise IT decision-makers with knowledge of their applications and networks that support applications
(percentages may not total 100 because of rounding)
Source: A commissioned study conducted by Forrester Consulting on behalf of Riverbed, May 2013

The second- and third-ranked benefits of good application performance address the efficacy of business operations
— “helps us stay in business” — and the ability to compete for business. Expanding business by entering new
markets to acquire new customers is later on the priority list. These findings highlight the crucial role applications
play in business operations, both in fundamental support and in the cost efficiency of business operations.
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Internal Applications Are Crucial, But Satisfaction Is Low
Given the importance of applications to an enterprise’s ability to function at all, much less to operate at an efficient
cost, one would think most firms must provide their employees with excellent applications and IT. Yet this is
usually not the case. The software that the typical employee uses at work is usually much older and clumsier to use
than modern mobile and web apps. Part of the problem is the age of company-issued laptops, which also may be
running 10-year-old operating systems.
The consequence of this situation is an expectations gap. The technologies that employees use at home are very
often faster, more modern, and more convenient than the systems they use at work. Forrester charted the delta
between home and work software in our Forrsights Workforce Employee Survey, Q4 2011; we expect that the gap
has grown wider since then, as more people experience smartphone and tablet apps (see Figure 2).
Figure 2
Employees Are Far More Satisfied With Home Technologies Than Their Work Tools

Base: 943 US employees at enterprise companies
Source: Forrsights Workforce Employee Survey, Q4 2011, Forrester Research, Inc.

We’d never subject our customers to most of the software and applications we use internally! Rather, enterprises
invest millions in their public web applications and, increasingly, mobile apps. These customer-facing applications
define the state of the art in application usability, usefulness, and desirability. Developers learn quickly through app
store ratings systems if the function and performance of their mobile apps are satisfactory. With rare exceptions,
apps rated with four or five stars in those marketplaces are those that are most widely purchased and downloaded.
But within the enterprise, employees have few, if any, alternatives to internal applications that don’t help them and
can only give feedback to the IT help desk.
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Both Internal And External Apps Are Performance Headaches
Which kinds of applications pose the greatest performance challenges? The importance of applications to an
enterprise’s ability to function at all — and to operate at an efficient cost — is reflected in our respondents’ answer
to this question. “Internal web business applications” gained more top-three priority votes from respondents than
the other applications in our survey (see Figure 3). The results show that respondents also see consumer
eCommerce sites and corporate intranets as posing special performance challenges.
• Corporate intranets and internal web apps pose similar performance issues. Both intranets and discrete

web business applications depend on integration with core business applications, which can add latency to
processing. Both types of applications also have high visibility and thus many critics.
• Consumer eCommerce and other customer apps challenge only some firms. In the aggregate, customer-

facing applications pose serious performance challenges to respondents. But of the four customer-facing
scenarios in our survey, only “customer self-service applications” registered as a performance challenge to a
broad range of organizations.1 For most organizations, customer self-service is a new scenario. The other
three customer-facing application scenarios (consumer eCommerce, corporate Internet, and B2B
eCommerce) pose challenges to only some organizations.
Figure 3
The Most Challenging Apps Are Internal, With Customer-Facing Apps Coming Up

Base: 159 North American enterprise IT decision-makers with knowledge of their applications and networks that support applications
Source: A commissioned study conducted by Forrester Consulting on behalf of Riverbed, May 2013

Our overall conclusion about this finding: Firms face a broad range of performance challenges with both their
internal and customer-facing applications.
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What Causes Slow Applications? Complexity
It’s convenient to blame slow application performance on outdated laptops, some amorphous multinational
network provider, and overloaded servers. But resource constraints and failures are not the primary barriers to
high-performing applications. The highest barrier is the complexity of modern applications (see Figure 4). Half of
our survey respondents cited application complexity as a primary challenge/obstacle to meet application
performance expectations, and 32% said it was the most important barrier. These findings placed application
complexity in a class of its own among the barriers included in our study.
Figure 4
Complexity Far Outweighs User Volumes As Barrier To Application Performance

Base: 159 North American enterprise IT decision-makers with knowledge of their applications and networks that support applications
(multiple responses accepted)
Source: A commissioned study conducted by Forrester Consulting on behalf of Riverbed, May 2013

Complexity describes the structure of today’s applications: They tend to incorporate services in many tiers — not
just three tiers anymore. The interdependencies between these services and tiers can easily introduce latency into
processing and cause errors that can slow performance and even compromise application availability.
As expected, supporting high volumes of users is also a big barrier to meeting performance expectations — this is a
well-known performance challenge. However, just as important is the effective use of virtualized servers, storage,
and networks to support applications, which was second on the list of “most important” barriers. The fact that wide
use of virtualization in production is still fairly new to many IT shops likely contributes to architectural complexity.
Networks also stand out as a performance challenge. Modern apps so often depend on back-end connections to
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cloud applications and services, service-to-service connections, and front-end communications with mobile devices
that any network latency compromises performance (even availability). Virtual networks don’t make these
performance challenges disappear — in fact, they can be obscured by layers of abstraction.

Are We Meeting The App Performance Challenge? No, Not Very Well
As expectations and complexity rise, the state of the market in application management is crawling forward.
Forrester finds wide adoption of network (77%), server (83%), and database (76%) monitoring and management
tools in enterprises. But enterprises are adopting application monitoring more slowly. As a result, enterprise IT
staffs lack the tools to conquer the growing complexity of applications.
What are those tools? In a late 2012 study, 65% of respondents had either adopted on-premises application
monitoring or planned to so do so soon (see Figure 5). But end user experience monitoring and other newer
techniques for application performance monitoring registered much lower levels of adoption. End user experience
monitoring provides real evidence of how fast or slowly applications are performing, which is far superior to
inferences from low-level infrastructure.
Even fewer enterprises have adopted tools to help them gauge the performance and health of cloud-based
applications. These findings suggest the average shop is in a period of transition from practices and tools
appropriate for the web era to practices and tools for the “next” era.
Figure 5
We’re Still Relying On Conventional Application Management Approaches

Base: 279 US enterprise decision-makers at the manager level and above
Source: Forrsights Software Survey, Q4 2012, Forrester Research, Inc.
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Modern Application Performance Tools Are Here
The “next” era in application performance has already arrived for many organizations, as evidenced by the
commissioned study’s findings. We will adopt next practices and tools to assure fast applications for both our
employees and our customers and partners — practices and tools attuned to the performance challenges posed by
modern applications. Which practices and tools will we use?
Our respondents selected the top 12 performance optimization tools used today from a list of 16, as well as the
emerging techniques/tools that they’ll most aggressively adopt over the next two years (see Figure 6). We draw
three conclusions from this finding:
• Application performance optimization is a many-splendored thing. Currently, performance specialists

rely most heavily on server-side (67%) and client-side (62%) caching. WAN optimization (48%) leads the
next tier of optimization tools and techniques, but usage of the other strategies falls off after that second
grouping. And looking ahead, the expected growth is in three emerging techniques and tools. These findings
suggest that application delivery and infrastructure teams are incorporating many techniques and tools into
their application performance strategies. Today’s widely used strategies are the foundation for these more
diverse application performance strategies and toolsets. The findings indicate that many shops still need to
lay these foundations, even as they adopt new performance optimization techniques and tools.
• Performance optimization focus is expanding from server to client. The most widely used performance

optimization techniques and tools primarily address either the server side of architectures or the network. Six
of the newer techniques expand the options available to IT pros to optimize client-side processing as well.
These techniques include cloud-based front-end optimizations; the use of specialized protocols for interactive
communications between server and browser; and front-end optimizations like combined files, CSS sprites,
and domain sharding.
• Network- and message-based optimizations are also growing. The findings also show application delivery

and infrastructure teams zeroing in on the problem of network latency. Techniques like use of the specialized
protocols to cut network latency in general, content delivery latency, payload compression, and use of traffic
optimizations available from network providers seek to streamline the connections between the client and
server sides of application architectures.
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Figure 6
Performance Optimization Techniques Will Diversify In Two Years

Base: 159 North American enterprise IT decision-makers with knowledge of their applications and networks that support applications
(multiple responses accepted)
Source: A commissioned study conducted by Forrester Consulting on behalf of Riverbed, May 2013

Conclusion: Shift Focus To Application Performance
Application performance is now too important to be a derivative of system performance. The complexity of
modern applications has outstripped our ability to optimize their performance by studying the underlying
supporting systems alone. We need to focus on how to optimize the various services and tiers within our
applications. To do so:
• Optimize performance of every “tier” in our application architecture, including mobile devices and web

browsers and the servers that support them, connections to back-end servers, third-party cloud services,
connections between servers running in different data centers — and between cloud services as well.
• Create a comprehensive and rational application performance strategy and environment.
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o

You’ll add new tools, services, and techniques to your management portfolio. But do so with a plan.
Disorganized adoption of the latest tools and fads will result in a mess, not a complete strategy
sustainable for many years.

o

Include both internal and customer-facing applications in your application-performance strategy
and environment. Clearly, the business applications our employees use to further their goals must
be as useful, usable, and desirable as the applications we create for our customers.
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• Design an application management process for continual improvement, also known as optimization. In

modern applications, performance is a moving target. Your application delivery and infrastructure teams will
constantly gather performance feedback and make adjustments to their strategies to make application
performance fast and responsive.
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Appendix A: Methodology
This technology adoption profile was commissioned by Riverbed Technology. To create this profile, Forrester
leveraged its Forrsights Workforce Employee Survey, Q4 2011, as well as its Forrsights Software Survey, Q4 2012.
Forrester Consulting supplemented this data with custom survey questions asked of 159 IT decision-makers at US
enterprises (with 1,000 or more employees) with knowledge of their company’s applications and network systems
that support their applications. Survey respondents were from companies with more than $500 million in annual
revenue from across all industries who were asked survey questions performance monitoring and optimization
trends, including the benefits, challenges, and current and future landscape of application performance. The
auxiliary custom survey was conducted in April 2013. For more information on Forrester’s data panel and Tech
Industry Consulting services, visit www.forrester.com.

Appendix B: Endnotes
1

If a relatively large number of respondents rank an application type as a No. 1, No. 2, or No. 3 priority as a
performance challenge, we consider that application type to have broad applicability. A relatively large number of
respondents giving an application type a relatively large number of No. 1 priority votes, but relatively small
numbers of No. 2 and No. 3 votes suggests that the application type poses challenges to only some organizations.
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